Following are the rules and conditions to be adhered to enjoy this privilege:

- May cross-park in (JS) Jules Stein or (MP) Medical Plaza Except: 1, 8, 9, & 18 Yellow permit holders
- Valid for up to three (3) hours **once** per day Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to 7:00 PM
- **Faculty and Staff must pay** prevailing daily rate on Saturdays, Sundays, and Holidays
- Cross-park privilege can **only** be used at the exit column, in lane, and cannot be used at any Pay-on-Foot (POF) pay station:
  - At exit column, insert the entrance ticket you pulled into the exit column
  - Depress the “help” button and state are utilizing the cross-park privilege
  - You will need one of the two following pieces of information readily available and if you do not have this information, you will have to pay the prevailing daily rate:
    1. The license plate number of the vehicle you are driving **(license plate must be registered in Bruin ePermit)**, or
    2. Your Bruin ePermit guest logon Primary ID or your University ID (UID)
  - Once information has been verified by the parking attendant, you will be asked to push the “cancel” button and retrieve the ticket from the exit column to open the gate.
- Faculty and Staff Night or Weekend Permits must pay the prevailing daily rate
- One (1) day permits purchased via Bruin ePermit or campus pay stations are not eligible

**Some permits (1BR, V Brown, VH Brown) are NOT eligible for the cross-park privilege**

**FAQs**

- How is cross-park privilege calculated in the parking system?
  - The duration of time for parking is calculated from the time of pulling ticket at entry to the time of insertion into the exit column, in lane.
- What happens if I go over the three (3) hour cross-park privilege limit?
  - The system calculates to the second. If you stay longer than the three (3) hour limit, you will be charged the prevailing daily rate.
- What happens if I have to wait in line to leave and I exceed the cross-park privilege while waiting in line?
  - Three hours covers most appointment durations including the following:
    - Looking for parking
    - Appointment waiting and doctor visit time
    - Waiting in line to exit
  - The system calculates to the second. If you stay longer than the three (3) hour limit, you will be charged the prevailing daily rate.

If there are any questions or concerns please contact us by phone at 310-794-7433 or by email at transportation@ts.ucla.edu.